
America was Mortally Wounded in 1913
by the Federal Reserve Act

The Federal Reserve Act was signed by President Woodrow Wilson in 1913. He
gave control of America’s economy to a private bank not federal with no
reserve!

Jeff Markin: Back from the Dead,
Reborn Into the Light

Jeff Markin

Please see this short and inspiring video of a man who died and the doctor
who helped bring him back to life by prayer!

They called a time of death on Jeff. Then, his doctor heard the Lord say,
‘Pray for him.’

It was the morning of September 20, 2006. Jeff Markin recalls heading for
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work as usual. What he doesn’t remember is driving himself to the hospital.

He had called his boss and told him he didn’t feel well. His boss was
concerned and convinced Jeff to go to the emergency room. Somehow Jeff made
it. Once he got there, he collapsed.

Dr. Chauncey Crandall was doing rounds in the intensive care unit that
morning. He recalls, “An alert call came over the PA system that someone had
arrived at the hospital with a massive deadly heart attack. Then a second
call went out over the PA system and specifically asking for me because I was
the cardiologist on that day. When I arrived there, it was like a war zone.
It was chaos. Everyone there fighting to keep this man alive.”

The ER staff worked on Jeff for 40 minutes. They shocked him a dozen times.
Despite their efforts, there was no response.

Once Dr. Crandall decided the team had done everything medically possible, he
called the time of death. Medically Jeff was dead, but he was still
experiencing consciousness.

“I was standing in the back of a funeral home, and at that time, I determined
that I had died,” Jeff Markin says. “This funeral home was empty and was
wondering where all my friends and family were.”

While a nurse prepared Jeff’s body for the morgue, Dr. Crandall updated the
charts.

“As soon as my note was completed, I walked out through the door to this
emergency room and I heard this voice say, ‘Turn around and pray for this
man.’ I wanted to ignore that voice because I said to myself, How can I pray
for that man? He’s dead he’s gone. There’s no life in him, so I keep walking.
The voice came back again and said, ‘Turn around and pray for that man.’ I
stopped and thought I need to honor the Lord. So I turned around at the
doorway, and I walked to the side of the body.

“The nurse was on the other side of the body, and she’s looking at me like,
‘What are you doing? Why are you here?’ And I stood there next to the corpse
and I opened my mouth and these words came out: ‘Father God, I cry out for
this man’s soul. If he does not know you as his Lord and Savior, Father,
raise him from the dead now, in Jesus name.‘”

‘I remember staring at bright lights and they were swirling around,” Jeff
says. “Out of those bright lights came an image and he told me that he was
there to look over me and make sure that everything was going to be fine.”

Dr. Crandall continues, “The other doctor walked in the room and I pointed to
him and said, ‘Shock this man one more time.’ He looked at me and said, ‘Dr.
Crandall, we can’t shock him. He’s dead. There’s no life in him. He’s gone.’
I said, ‘For me, shock him one more time.’ That doctor out of respect and
honor for me went over to that body with those defibrillator paddles and put
his paddles on that patient and shocked him. Immediately an instant heartbeat
came back. Instant perfect, regular, which we’ve never seen before. Then
suddenly this abdomen started moving and starting breathing and then a couple



moments later, the fingers started twitching.”

They immediately moved Jeff to the intensive care unit. Three days later,
Jeff woke up with no evidence of brain or organ damage.

“Once I woke up, my daughter Jillian was there,” Jeff says. “That’s when she
told me what had happened.”

Dr. Crandall says, “When I came in Monday morning, Jeff was sitting up in
bed, and I said, ‘Where were you that day that I prayed for you in the
emergency room?’ And he said, ‘I was in total darkness and I was so
disappointed.’ I said, ‘Jeff, what were you disappointed about?’ He said, ‘I
was alone for eternity.'”

Jeff recalls, “He asked me at that time if I was willing to accept God into
my life and into my heart and I did. I just opened my arms and accepted God.
It was just a very emotional time and I remember crying in his arms.”

Today Jeff is back at work and gets regular check-ups with Dr. Crandall.

“He still has no heart problems or residual complications from his brush with
death,” Dr. Crandall says.

“To know what I had gone through and to be fortunate… That’s been part of my
daily battle is why me,” Jeff ponders. “Why have I been so fortunate to have
God shine on me? It’s been tremendous. I’ve been physically reborn. I’ve been
spiritually reborn, and I’m just very grateful for that.”

“This day that I prayed for Jeff was a day of very little faith. It wasn’t
one of my big God days,” Dr. Crandall says. ” I was so much in a rush with my
work, and I didn’t have a lot of faith backing that prayer up that day. But
the Lord asked me to do it, so I honored the Lord and prayed. That’s all we
need. Just a spark of faith like that mustard seed, and when you cry out to
the mighty Holy Spirit, He will take over. Miracles are real, and they’re
real today.”

Protection from Bad Spiritual Entities
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The Devil is real and will attack us unless we have spiritual protection. We
get protected by the Holy Spirit after we confess our sins and ask Jesus to
save us!

John Todd, the Illuminati and
Witchcraft

John Todd’s testimonial of his membership in the Illuminati and his
involvement in witchcraft and its influence on world leaders today who
worship Lucifer as their god.
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The Masonic Christ and the British
Royal Family

Was the late Queen Elizabeth II a true Christian? Or was she promoting a
Masonic christ and only pretending to be a Christian?

The Inventors of the Climate Change
Scam: The Club of Rome

What is the Club of Rome?

“The Club of Rome is a platform of diverse thought leaders
who identify holistic solutions to complex global issues and
promote policy initiatives and action to enable humanity to
emerge from multiple planetary emergencies.” (Source:
https://www.clubofrome.org/about-us/ — on the official
website of the Club of Rome
“The Club of Rome is a Masonic lodge founded in 1968 on David
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Rockefeller’s estate in Bellagio, Italy. The Member Squadron
is a traditional collection of grandiose reformers with heads
of state, UN bureaucrats, leading politicians and government
officials, diplomats, scientists, economists and big business
leaders. A collection from all over the world with a strong
side of rich Western “elite”. This political lodge also
brings together multi-billionaires in the Rockefeller,
Rothschild and Soros families along with political chameleons
such as Anders Wijkman and industrial magnates such as the
now deceased oil businessman Maurice Strong.” (Source: Club
Of Rome: The Origin Of Climate And Population Alarmism )

The second definition is from Technocracy News which mediabiasfactcheck.com
calls “Conspiracy-Pseudoscience.” LOL!

I fact-checked mediabiasfactcheck.com and this is what I came up with:

“Mediabiasfactcheck has been repeatedly caught in lies and
distortion of truth. Repeated claims that have proven false
about Covid alone are enough to quit using them. Takes going
to court to get them to correct lies they publish. It is a
totally discredited, self-styled ‘fact-checker’ site that has
been served with a ‘cease and desist’ legal notice for
publishing unsubstantiated and defamatory claims against
Principia Scientific International (PSI).” (Source:
https://www.sitejabber.com/reviews/mediabiasfactcheck.com

David Icke and Dr. John Coleman talk a lot about the Club of Rome, but
because I don’t trust information from either of those guys, I won’t use any
of their materials. Coleman talked about the Club of Rome as a governing body
giving orders, but I see it more as a think tank.

I consider the most reliable source of information about globalists’ plans
that do not have the good of the general public in mind to be right out of
publications of the globalists themselves. The following quotes are from a
PDF file of a Club of Rome publication entitled: “The First Global Revolution
– A Report by the Council of the Club of Rome written in 1991 by Alexander
King and Bertrand Schneider. You can click the link to download the PDF file.

Quotes from the publication of the Council of the Club of Rome

From page 108 of the PDF file:

The need for enemies seems to be a common historical factor.
States have striven to overcome domestic failure and internal
contradictions by designating external enemies. The scapegoat
practice is as old as mankind itself. When things become too
difficult at home, divert attention by adventure abroad.
Bring the divided nation together to face an outside enemy,
either a real one or else one invented for the purpose.

From page 115 of the PDF file:
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The Common Enemy of Humanity Is Man

In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with
the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming (now
called climate change), water shortages, famine and the like
would fit the bill. In their totality and in their
interactions these phenomena do constitute a common threat
which demands the solidarity of all peoples.

Climate change is controversial even among scientists, but you probably
didn’t know that by listening to the mainstream media. One of my friends was
surprised when I called Climate Change a scam and offered evidence from a
scientist, Dr. John G. Hartnett, from his website. Please see Climate change
study on coral reef fish was ‘100 per cent wrong’

Researching controversial organizations and topics such as the Club of Rome
and Climate Change requires spiritual discernment, and that comes from
knowing the written Word of God in the Bible and a good relationship with God
through obedience to the Lord Jesus Christ.

Proverbs 1:7  The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge:..

Also see: Elitists have created the myth of climate change to eliminate
national sovereignty

LGBTQ Activists Attacking the Truth of
Genesis 1:27

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male
and female created he them.- Genesis 1:27

I first found this article in 2016 and got the first few paragraphs from it.
Unfortunately the original article is not longer on line.

What you may have been suspecting has been confirmed. LGBTQ activists’ end
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goal is not ruling over the bathroom. It’s obliterating the family. Riki
Wilchins, a famous transsexual who recently wrote a piece in the gay
publication The Advocate, revealed that many conservatives and even LGBT
activists are missing the forest for the trees.

“We’ll Win the Bathroom Battle When the Binary Burns,” Wilchins says the real
goal is to kill the notion of male and female altogether. The “binary” refers
to gender distinction, and getting rid of the “heterobinary structure” is the
goal. Wilchins writes that the fact that we are arguing over male and female
facilities is proof that we still have far to go–that there should be no
gender distinctions in general.

In fact, Wilchins points to an emerging group of people who don’t want to
affiliate as any gender. Life Site News explains, “’Non-binary’ people don’t
identify as male or female and they often want to be referred to as ‘they’ or
‘hir’ or ‘zer.’ So the fact that there are even intimate facilities that
reflect the “binary” truth about gender should change, Wilchins wrote.”

If you are confused, you are not alone. But beneath all of the titles and
non-titles, the insidious plan is the destruction of the family, reveals
Stella Morabito, senior contributor to The Federalist.

A Poem: Just Let It Pass

Do you think life is hard for you? Are people treating you unfairly? This
lady has to stand all day in freezing cold just to earn a living by selling
beans and fish!

This morning I was inspired by the following poem. Just think what a happier
world it would be if we all lived this! Our physical and mental health has a
lot to do with our relationship with our Creator and the people we come in
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contact with on a daily basis.

Truly great folks never stoop
To answer petty things;

The unkind word, the bitter cut
That rankles deep and stings.

They are too big to notice them,
They simply pass them by,

And even with a smile sometimes
Or twinkle in the eye.

For they have found that after all
‘Twas better in the end

To meet it with a smile, and then,
Just let it pass, my friend.

Read more from Virginia Brandt Berg

A Face to Face Encounter with Bigfoot
/ Sasquatch

This is the best testimonial I know of that proves Bigfoot / Sasquatch is a
spiritual/demonic entity that can manifest itself in the physical realm we
live in.
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Insights about Antichrist

I got this from a Facebook post written by Steve Andrews on September 16,
2022.

If you are unfamiliar with the doctrine of dispensationalism, I have several
articles on this site that explain what it means and its influence on popular
End-time teaching today.

By Steve Andrews

Regarding the Jesuit invention of the singular “the Antichrist” / false
doctrine, “dispensationalism”. All roads lead to Rome in this regard.

I’ve read that this was probably a set up ….like the one sole AntiChrist. The
conversion from the antichrist spirit to a singular AntiChrist was
popularized by Iranaeus and Tertullian.

The Protestants claimed the Roman Catholic Church met the criteria of the
antichrist. In 1554, during the Council of Trent, the Jesuits (Catholic
elitists) were commissioned by the Pope to develop a new interpretation of
Scripture that would counteract these Protestant claims that the Roman
Catholic church fulfilled the Bible prophecy of an antichrist.

In 1590, Jesuit Francisco Ribera published a 500-page commentary on
Revelation called “In Sacrum Beati Ioannis Apostoli, & Evangelistiae
Apocalypsin Commentarij”. His commentary was never translated to any other
language, and it was for the eyes of the Catholic hierarchy only. As a
result, Ribera said since the papal was timeless and could not be the
antichrist since the antichrist had to be a single identity.

A subsequent Jesuit, Cardinal Bellarmine added the AntiChrist would be an
evil man who would reign for seven years at the end of the time.
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We see the emergence of modern dispensationalism as a result which would not
have been possible without the Freemasonic banker Henry Drummond – a fellow
in the Royal Society of Freemasons.

The Reformation leaders believed that the Catholic Church was the antichrist
system because of their centuries long inquisitions and killing hundreds of
thousands of people it believed to be heretics. The Jesuits were recruited to
infiltrate Protestantism and spread the doctrine of dispensationalism.

The Catholic Church being an antichrist is far too myopic to assume they are
the end-all be-all of the antichrist system. It’s just one part of the Beast
system.

Freemason Darby is the father dispensationalism using esoterics and the
Kabbalah – not found in the Bible. Darby popularized the corruption-ridden
attorney Scofield in the United States….which is Zionism.

Scofield turned Jesus into the AntiChrist alleging that Lucifer is who the
world should be praising. They see Jesus is the AntiChrist because they see
themselves as God.

A core part of dispensationalism is the third temple will be rebuilt when the
AntiChrist secures a peace treaty between Israel (the nation Zionists
contrived, not the true Hebraic Israelites who were exterminated by Zionists)
and its neighbors. This became more popular by dispensationalist and
Freemason Tim LaHaye of the LeftBehind Series.

Dispensationalism was invented as a self-preservation technique by the
Catholic Church to remain in power.

Democracy: An Often Misused Term By
Leftist Liberals

Democracy never lasts long. It soon wastes, exhaust and murders itself! There
never was a democracy that did not commit suicide.- John Adams
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The Unpayable Debt Of Ten Thousand
Talents Of Matthew 18:24

I was asked to figure out how much ten thousand talents would be worth in
today’s money. I got the following information from various web sources.

The Ultimate Argument Why the Earth is
NOT Flat!

If the sun cannot be seen at night, something must be blocking it from our
view! What could be big enough to block it? Only the earth itself!
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Dr. John Coleman Debunked

John Coleman

This article is mainly for those who know about Dr. John Coleman who claimed
to be a former MI6 agent.

I read Dr. John Coleman’s book, “CONSPIRATORS’ HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF THE
COMMITTEE
OF 300 sometime in the late 1990s. This was before I first heard of the
Jesuit / Vatican conspiracy. John Coleman made a lot of sense to me then, but
over the years I started having doubts about him.

According to Coleman, the world is run by a committee of 300 men with the
British monarch at the head. The book sounded good and right when I first
read it, but after 20 more years of research, I now believe it to be
disinformation.

A MAJOR red flag for me about Coleman’s book, The Story of the Committee of
the 300, is the fact that it’s on the official cia.gov website!
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/4A/4A92FD2FB4DAE3F773DB0B7742
CF0F65_Coleman.-.CONSPIRATORS.HIERARCHY.-
.THE.STORY.OF.THE.COMMITTEE.OF.300.R.pdf

Just click on the URL and you will see it’s true. WHY would an intelligence
agency that is arguably working for the global elite / Jesuit General /
Vatican post Coleman’s work on its website if what Coleman is saying is true?
It doesn’t make sense.

According to John Coleman, the Committee of 300 is the ulimate ruling body of
the world and the now deceased Queen Elizabeth II was the head of it. I
definitely do not think so! Dr. Coleman does not talk about the power of the
Roman Catholic Church, nor the Vatican, nor the Jesuits. If you are not
familiar with my worldview about the Roman Catholic Church and the Jesuits,
please read my article about it.

Moreover, John Coleman refuses to disclose much about his background. There
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is no evidence he was a MI6 agent. Why does he use the title of Dr.? He has a
doctorate in what? He doesn’t tell us. The name John Coleman may be a
psudeonym. According to
https://www.truthcontrol.com/articles/eustace-mullins-exposed-dr-john-coleman
-1992 his name may really be John Clarke.

Because of my doubts about John Coleman, I removed two articles from him I
posted in 2013 from this website, the Story of the Committee of the 300
article and what he said about Tavistock. I don’t want to be guity of
spreading disinformation.

Can we trust anyone who claims to be a former intellegence agent? I used to
think that former CIA agent Mark Phillips was legit. He rescued MKULTRA
victim Cathy O’Brien. Or did he? Some believed that Phillips was Cathy
O’Brien’s new handler. I have doubts about Phillips because he tried to
debunk the testimonial of another MKULTRA victim, Brice Taylor, AKA Sue Ford,
who wrote, “Thanks for the Memories.” I find her testimonial very credible.

Does it make sense to trust the testimonial of a former intellence agent? He
may be mixing fact with fiction to intentionally sow disinformation because
he is still on the agency’s payroll! His motivation may be monetary. I think
the Story of the Committee of 300 must have made a lot of money for Dr.
Coleman. To me the mark of a true whistleblower is persecution. Did John
Coleman experience anything like what Julian Assange or Edward Snowden went
through? I sure haven’t hear about it. Coleman is only famous among
conspiracy researchers. He hasn’t come close to the fame of Assange or
Snowden. Often an insider with highly classified information gets taken out
or neutralized by the people he used to work for.

Of course all of the above are only my opinions. You can decide for yourself.
The critique of the Committee of 300 by Col Barry Turner makes a lot of sense
to me.

Col Barry Turner – Committee of 300 John Coleman – Critique

If after listening to what Barry Turner has to say and you don’t agree with
him or me, please post comments in the comment section and I will reconsider.
The Bible says we see through a glass darkly. Nobody’s perfect, right? I’m
the first to admit that about myself.

The Geneva Bible Notes Explain
Revelation 17 & 18
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The Geneva Bible clearly points the finger at the Roman Catholic Church for
being the woman and the whore of Revelation 17 and 18.

A Biblical Perspective on the Jewish
People

God called and chose Abraham to raise up a people who would live and preach
His truth, to create a nation that would love and serve the one true God, and
thus become a Godly example
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